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Abstract
Previous experimental studies (e.g. Kovacs I, Julesz B. Nature (London) 1994;370:644–646) have found enhanced contrast
sensitivity at medial locations, supporting theoretical speculations that the visual system represents simple spatial regions by their
medial axes. The core model (Burbeck CA, Pizer SM. Vis Res 1995;35:1917–1930) hypothesizes that the medial representation
arises in a scale-specific way: the scale is determined by local object width, and it controls the resolution at which the medial locus
and object width are encoded. Here we look for further evidence for a medial representation and test the idea that the resolution
of the axis depends on object width. A new experimental paradigm was developed to infer sensitivity to position within individual
figural regions, using circles as the figural regions. A probe dot was presented within a circle along a diameter at one location in
one temporal interval and at a slightly different location on that diameter in a second temporal interval. The observer’s task was
to report the direction in which the probe dot had been displaced. Position discrimination thresholds were calculated and
compared to two-dot separation discrimination thresholds. Data were obtained for two circle sizes. It was found that positional
sensitivity was strongly enhanced near the center of the circle, and it was enhanced in a scale-dependent way. The results were
tested against a scaled medial (core) model and against models assuming no medial representation. The core model was better able
to account for the results. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Among the important contributions of Gestalt psy-
chology are its demonstrations of how the perception of
a whole stimulus is different from the mere sum of its
perceived parts [3,4]. This phenomenon is usually at-
tributed to interactions occurring across the whole ex-
tent of the object. However, there is only limited
knowledge about the global interaction between the
single neurons in visual cortex. Much of our current
knowledge about visual processing concentrates on the
specialized, parallel processing of low level vision that
extracts a variety of primary visual features, such as
edges, corners, etc. [5–8]. An important goal now is to
account for the global or long distance relationships
between such locally-encoded primary features.
In this paper, we ask: Is there a specific visual
representation of the across-object connections between
local boundary regions, and, if there is, what other
global or coherent properties does it have?
It has been hypothesized elsewhere that the human
visual system creates a scaled medial representation, or
core, of simple spatial regions by linking local
boundary information across the region [2]. The core
contains two types of information about the object: the
location of the middle and the local width of the region,
both of which are represented at a resolution inversely
proportional to the local width. The location and reso-
lution of the core of a teardrop-shaped object are
illustrated in Fig. 1 by the location of the medial fuzzy
axis and its width. The scaled medial representation
captures the global shape of simple regions.
Research findings from other laboratories support
the existence of a medial representation of 2D objects.
Kovacs and Julesz [9] found that contrast discrimina-
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tion sensitivity is enhanced at the medial locus, and
Lee et al. [10] found neurons that respond when their
classical receptive field contains the medial locus.
These experimental findings suggest that a medial rep-
resentation may exist in the visual system. No model
has been proposed to explain why a medial represen-
tation would enhance contrast discrimination sensitiv-
ity at the medial locus, however, and it is not
immediately obvious what the mechanism might be.
In the present study we devised a test for the exis-
tence of a medial representation in which the mecha-
nism by which an explicit representation of the medial
locus could enhance performance is more evident. The
task was a novel form of relative positive discrimina-
tion: the observer judged the position of a probe dot
relative to a test object on which it was superimposed.
Specifically, we measured a relative position discrimi-
nation sensitivity profile across the diameters of circles
of two sizes. The probe dot was presented at some
location along a diameter in one temporal interval of
a 2AFC task and then in a slightly different location
(on the same diameter) in the second interval. The
observers’ task was to report the direction of displace-
ment of the probe dot. Repeated measurement at a
series of locations along the diameter gave a position
sensitivity profile for the circle.
We know from studies of two-dot position discrimi-
nation that the position discrimination threshold in-
creases as the distance between the two locations
being compared increases (Weber’s law for distance,
see Refs. [11,12]). Consequently, if there is no medial
representation available to aid in our dot-in-circle
task, the observer’s threshold should be highest at the
center of the circle, as shown i Fig. 2(a). As we will
show below, the maximum threshold will occur at the
circle center whether the observer uses the nearest
edge only as his referent or combines information op-
timally from the two opposing sides (i.e. from the two
end-points of the diameter along which the dot is
Fig. 2. (a) If no medial representation exists and if we assume that
observers use the edge nearest the probe dot as the only reference,
then the position discrimination threshold will decrease linearly as the
probe moves from the center to the circle’s edge, as predicted by
Weber’s law. (b) If a medial representation exists, when the probe is
near the circle’s edge, the position discrimination threshold will be
governed by Weber’s law, but as the probe approaches the center of
the circle, the medial locus will serves as a useful additional reference,
allowing the position discrimination threshold to decrease. According
to the core model, the medial axis is a weaker reference than is the
circle edge because its resolution is coarser. Thus the threshold near
the center should, according to this model, be higher than the
threshold near the edge, and the peak of the threshold profile should
be closer to the center than to the edge.
being displaced). If, on the other hand, the visual
system creates a representation of the middle of the
test circle, then the position discrimination threshold
should decrease—as shown in Fig. 2(b)—as the
probe dot approaches that middle location.
Our position discrimination paradigm also enabled
us to test the core model’s assertion that the resolu-
tion of the medial representation scales with object
width. We tested the scaling property of the medial
representation directly by using two size circles. Ac-
cording to the scaling hypothesis, a bigger circle will
be represented by a lower resolution, or more broadly
spread, medial axis than will a smaller circle, because
the resolution of the axis scales with the local object
width. Hence the maximum precision achievable using
the axis of the larger circle will be less than that
achievable using the axis of the smaller circle. As we
will see in more detail in the discussion section, the
position discrimination threshold near the center of
the circle is primarily determined by the resolution of
the medial axis. Thus the threshold at the center gives
us a measure of the resolution of the medial represen-
tation of the stimulus.
In a word, the existence of a scaled medial repre-
sentation would be evidenced in our experiment by a
decrease in the position discrimination threshold near
the center of the circle and a higher threshold at the
center of the larger circle than of the smaller one.
Quantitative deductions of the core model and of an
alternative model in which there is no medial repre-
sentation assumed will be given.
Fig. 1. An illustration of the medial representation for a teardrop
object.
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2. Methods
2.1. Stimulus
The stimulus was a circle of radius 45% or 90% contain-
ing a small probe dot, as shown in Fig. 3. The probe
dot was always positioned on either a horizontal or
diagonal diameter of the circle. The diameter of the
small probe was 0.04°; the line width of the circle was
also 0.04°. The stimuli were white (142 cd:m2) on a
large gray (72 cd:m2) uniform background which sub-
tended 8° in width and 6° in height. Viewing was
monocular; the viewing distance was 2 m. The room
was dark except for the illumination provided by the
display.
2.2. Procedure
Position discrimination thresholds were measured for
seven reference locations along each diameter (horizon-
tal and diagonal) for each circle size (45 and 90%). The
reference locations were all in the right hemisphere or
at the center of the circle. For the 45% circle, the
reference positions were 0.0, 3.6, 7.2, 10.8, 14.4, 21.6,
and 28.8% to the right (or upper right) of the center of
the circle. For the 90% circle, the reference positions
were 0.0, 7.2, 14.4, 21.6, 28.8, 43.2, and 57.6% to the
right (or upper right) of the center of the circle.
Each trial consisted of two 200 ms temporal inter-
vals, separated by a 600 ms blank interval to prevent
apparent movement. Each interval contained the circu-
lar stimulus and the probe dot. In one interval the
probe dot was displaced to the right (or upper right for
the diagonal diameter) relative to the reference position
by 0.6, 1.2, 1.8, 2.4 or 3.0% for the 45% circle and by 1.2,
2.4, 3.6, 4.8 or 6.0% for the 90% circle. In the other
temporal interval, the probe was displaced by the same
distance toward the left (or lower left) relative to the
reference position.
In a given experimental session, data were obtained
for one circle size and one diameter direction. The
observer was told to report the interval in which the
probe dot was closer to the right edge of the circle for
the horizontal condition and closer to the upper right
edge of the circle for the diagonal condition. No right:
wrong feedback was given.
At least 300 trials were conducted for each reference
position in each circle size and diagonal direction. The
data were analyzed using standard probit analysis pro-
cedure in SAS statistical package.
The position of the whole stimulus (circle and probe)
on the display screen was jittered from interval to
interval and from trial to trial to discourage the ob-
server from using the absolute position of the probe to
make his judgment. Eye movements were not con-
trolled. It has been shown previously that retinal eccen-
tricity does not play a large role in separation
discrimination of relatively large distances [13].
2.3. Two-dot separation threshold
To obtain the baseline position discrimination
threshold, the two-dot separation discrimination
threshold was also measured without the circle for each
observer. This was a classical two-dot separation task.
In the first temporal interval a pair of small dots was
presented on the diagonal direction; in the second
interval a second such pair of dots was presented. The
observer was asked to judge in which interval the
bottom dot was closer to the top dot. Ten reference
separations were used that spanned the range of dis-
tances measured in the dot-in-circle paradigm for the
two circle sizes. All other viewing parameters were
exactly the same as in the dot-in-circle experiment.
2.4. Obser6ers
Two paid students and one volunteer student served
as observers in this experiment. All had corrected to
normal vision. They were experienced in psychophysical
tasks but were naive to the purpose of this experiment.
One observer did not participate in the horizontal
direction test.
2.5. Rationale
Prior to presenting our experimental results, some
analyses of possible results and their theoretical impli-
cations are helpful. Let us begin with the simple task of
two-dot distance discrimination. According to Weber’s
law, the change in the distance between two dots that
can just be discriminated (Df) is a constant fraction
(C) of the starting distance between the two dots (f):
Df:fC (1)
As illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 4(a), the posi-
tion discrimination threshold increases with the two-dot
distance. In this figure, the two-dot distance decreases
as the distance to the center increases.
Fig. 3. Two alternative forced choice task on a horizontal diameter:
In which interval is the probe farther to the right relative to the right
edge of the circle?
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Fig. 4. The left panel shows various sources of information that might be used in performing the position discrimination tasks in the circle. The
right panel gives the corresponding predicted results. (a) The near-edge model predicts the same threshold pattern as the two-dot task, i.e. as the
probe dot moves away from the right edge of the circle, the discrimination threshold linearly increases and reaches its maximum at the center of
the circle, following Weber’s law for size. (b) Using an optimal combination of information from two opposing edges of the circle, the two-edge
model predicts the threshold increases and then flattens as the probe moves away from the right edge of the circle and approaches the center. (c)
The scaled medial representation model provides the possibility of the medial representation being chosen as an additional reference location,
allowing the observer to combine information from the medial axis and from the edge(s) of the circle. The threshold predicted by a combination
of only the nearest edge and the medial axis (medial(M,R)) is very similar to that predicted by a combination of both edges and the medial locus
(medial(L,M,R))
Consider now our task of locating a probe dot within
a circle using, for simplicity, a horizontal diameter
condition. There are several ways the observers could
have done the task. If no medial representation of the
circle were available for use as a reference location, and
the nearest edge of the circle were the only reference
location used, then the just discernible change in dis-
tance between the probe and the edge of the circle
would follow Weber’s law for size, increasing almost
linearly as the probe moved away from the nearest edge
of the circle. The diagram representing this possibility is
shown in the left panel of Fig. 4(a). In this case, the
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position discrimination threshold will reach its maxi-
mum at the center of the circle, as shown in the right
panel of Fig. 4(a). This possibility will be referred to as
the near-edge model. If sR refers to the 2-dot threshold
for the distance from the probe to the right edge, and
sL refers to the 2-dot threshold for the distance to the
left edge, then
snearedgemin(sR, sL) (2)
where snear-edge is the near-edge model prediction for
sRL (the threshold for the dot in circle task).
An alternative hypothesis that also assumes no me-
dial representation is that the observer combines the
information obtained from two measurements of dis-
tance: the distance from the probe to the right edge and
the distance from the probe to the left edge. We call
this the two-edge model. Let R and L be the judgments
of the direction of displacement of the target dot based
on the distance to the right and left edge of the circle,
respectively. Specifically, L is the comparison between
the distance from the probe to the left edge in the first
interval and the comparable distance in the second
interval, and R is the same comparison except choosing
the right edge as reference. As shown in the left side of
Fig. 4(b), let s2L be variance of the judgment based on
the comparison of left distances, and s2Rvariance of
the judgment based on the comparison of right dis-
tances. If R and L are independent judgments, then the
optimal judgment (or optimal estimator in statistics), J,
based on both sources of information can be computed
by the weighted average:
Jtwoedge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(For a similar usage, see Refs. [14,15]). Assuming inde-
pendence1, the variance of the sum is the sum of the
variances. Thus
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and hence
stwoedge
D 1
1
sR
2 
1
sL
2
(5)
stwo-edge reaches its maximum when sRsL; that maxi-
mum is reduced by 
2 relative to snear-edge. (For further
discussion on two-edge model, please refer to appendix
at the end of this paper).
If, on the other hand, there does exist a medial
representation, then the observer can use it as an addi-
tional, albeit implicit, reference. If the medial reference
Fig. 5. Two-dot separation discrimination thresholds and their stan-
dard errors for each of the three observers.
1 If independence is not assumed, the variance of the sum is
increased by twice the covariance of the R and L judgments (approp-
priately weighted). Substantial covariance between these judgments
would be predicted by models in which the perceived distances are
based on fixed coordinate locations of the three relevant features- left
edge, probe dot, and right edge in the horizontal case. In this type of
model, a given error in the perceived location of the probe dot would
have equal and opposite effects on the perceived left and right
distances. Although the correlation of these distances would be
negative, the correlation of the judgments based on those distances
would be positive. For example, if the perceived location of the probe
is more to the right than its actual location, the resulting larger left
distance and smaller right distance will both communicate a right-
ward error to the observer. Consequently correlation between the left
and right distances in each stimulus would increase the variance of
the optimal estimate, relative to the independent case. By assuming
that the R and L judgments are independent, we give the two-edge
model the best chance to account for our data.
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position is used, the position discrimination threshold
should decrease as the probe nears the circle’s center,
rather than strictly increasing with distance to the edge
as it does in the near-edge and two-edge models.
We know from bisection studies that the central
location is not known precisely by a human observer.
Rather, it is known with a resolution inversely propor-
tional to the object’s width. It is a small step to assume
(as the core model does) that the resolution of the
medial representation is also inversely proportional to
the object’s width. In our task, the resolution of the
medial representation would affect both the minimum
Fig. 6. The position discrimination thresholds for the dot-in-circle task with the two-dot thresholds (extrapolated by linear regression). Data are
shown for two circle sizes and for displacements along horizontal and diagonal diameters. [* An adjustment has been made to the last graph: O:53
diagonal condition for 90% circle. The observer performed this condition 2 months after the two-dot condition, and the dot-in-circle threshold near
the right edge was much higher than the two-dot baseline and much higher than those of the other two observers. Under the assumption that the
threshold for the two conditions should be similar when the probe was near the circle’s edge, we scaled the dot-in-circle thresholds by 0.67 to make
them comparable to this observer’s two-dot data at small distances, i.e. at large distances to the center in the two-dot case. The same process was
done for all graphs of this condition on this observer.]
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Fig. 6. (Continued)
threshold achieved near the circle’s center and the
probe location at which the medial representation
would start to contribute significantly to the observ-
er’s judgment.
The observer could combine edge and medial infor-
mation in his individual judgments using a combina-
tion strategy such as the one discussed above (Eq.
(5)). He could either combine the information from
two measurements (medial axis and the nearest
edge) (Eq. (6)) or from three measurements (medial
axis, the right edge, and the left edge) (Eq. (7)). Out-
comes of these two medial schemes are shown in the
right side of Fig. 4(c). The relative distances are la-
beled in the left side of Fig. 4(c). The mathematical
predictions of the two equations are very similar;
from hereon we will use only Eq. (6) for simplicity.
We assume that the medial representation has a
Gaussian distribution with standard deviation (the in-
verse of its resolution) proportional to the width of
the circle.
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Table 1
Thresholds for dot-in-circle with two circle sizes under all experimental conditions (all estimates are in arc min)
Observer 15 Observer 15Distance to the center Observer 25 Observer 25 Observer 53
(diagonal)(arc min) (horizontal)(horizonal) (diagonal)(diagonal)
45% Circle
1.4160 1.4901.840 1.872 1.140
1.2503.6 1.7631.449 1.850 0.880
0.070 1.4871.943 2.0357.2 0.951
2.28910.8 1.612 1.850 1.980 1.313
2.173 1.3752.069 2.63514.4 1.835
1.205 1.182 1.66121.6 1.7712.072
1.073 1.102 1.6341.204 1.42028.8
90% Circle
2.040 2.4932.740 2.4760 2.291
3.2877.2 1.707 2.484 2.262 4.070
14.4 3.472 2.562 2.567 2.537 3.180
2.765 2.0643.954 3.69021.6 5.104
2.964 2.42228.8 3.2752.852 4.458
2.607 2.4742.986 3.13843.2 4.337
1.88757.6 1.7632.091 2.489 2.495
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If the observer’s data support the theory that there is a
medial representation, i.e. if the threshold declines near
the center of the circle, then, according to Eq. (6), the
threshold near the center of the circle will depend
largely on the resolution of that medial representation.
If the center were represented by an actual point in the
circle, one would expect the threshold to decline to the
minimum 2-dot separation discrimination achievable.
If the center is represented by an implicit, lower resolu-
tion, location, then one would expect the threshold to
decline to a value determined by that resolution. In the
core model, the resolution of the medial representation
depends on local width, i.e. on the size of the circle in
this case. The bigger the circle, the lower the resolution
of the medial axis. Thus, the core model asserts that
the local minimum discrimination threshold that is
expected to occur near the center of the circle will be
higher for the larger circle.
3. Results
3.1. Dot-in-circle and two-dot position discrimination
results
Our two-dot data are shown in Fig. 5. They were
consistent with previous separation discrimination re-
sults and with Weber’s law for separation. To minimize
the point-to-point variance in the comparison to the
dot-in-circle data, the two-dot data for each observer
were approximated by linear regression within the
range of distances appropriate for each circle size, i.e.
the distances from the test probe to the circle’s edge:
for the 45% circle, 14.4–40.8%; for the 90% circle, 28.8–
88.8%.
Fig. 6 shows all the position discrimination threshold
data for the dot-in-circle task for each direction (hori-
zontal and diagonal) and both circle sizes (45 and 90%)
for each observer. The X-axis is the distance between
the probe dot and the center of the circle, and the
Y-axis is the position discrimination threshold. The
straight line shows the interpolated threshold for two-
dot position discrimination (reversed in direction rela-
tive to Fig. 5 because of the change in the abscissa).
In contrast to the linear increase of the two-dot
threshold, the threshold for the dot-in-circle decreases
dramatically as the probe dot nears the center of the
circle. The reflection point is usually closer to the
center of the circle than to the edge. The position
discrimination threshold reaches a local minimum at or
near the center of the circle.
Comparing the data for the two circle sizes, we see
that the threshold profile for the larger circle looks like
a larger version of that for the smaller circle, although
the scaling is not perfect. (Note the doubled scale of
the X-axis for the larger circle data in Fig. 6). In
addition, the threshold at the center of the circle is
higher for the larger circle than for the smaller circle.
This is shown more clearly in Table 1.
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3.2. Enhancement of position discrimination in the
circle
Fig. 7 shows another view of the data of Fig. 6. The
X-axis is as before: the distance from the probe dot to
the center of the circle. The Y-axis is now the ratio
between the two-dot threshold and the dot-in-circle
threshold. The thresholds were paired by the equating
the distance between the two dots and the distance
from the probe to the nearest edge (in the dot-in-circle
data). This ratio represents the sensitivity enhancement
of position discrimination for the dot-in-circle task
compared with that of the two-dot task. The maximal
sensitivity enhancement is observed near the center of
the circle. Position thresholds are enhanced near the
center of the circle over an area that depends on the
circle diameter: the smaller circle has a smaller enhance-
ment area. As the probe moves toward the right edge of
the circle, the sensitivity enhancement decreases to ap-
proximately one.
We observe four main results in Figs. 6 and 7: (1)
Position sensitivity is enhanced near the center of the
circle. Observers behave as though they have a repre-
sentation of the middle of the circle. (2) The threshold
peak occurs closer to the center than to the edge. (3)
The dot-in-circle threshold near the center is higher for
the larger circle than for the smaller circle. (4) The area
of enhancement is larger for the larger circle size.
Fig. 7. Position discrimination sensitivity enhancement, i.e. the ratio of the threshold for two-dot to the threshold for dot-in-circle at the seven
reference position for each experimental condition. Each graph shows data for the two circle sizes for one observer and one diameter direction.
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Table 2
Core model coefficients obtained by fitting Eq. (11) to each observer’s data (all values are in arc min)
Slope (b) Intercept (c)Experimental condition Slope (d)Intercept (a)
45% Circle
0.036 2.0030.159 0.130Observer 15, diagonal
0.036 1.327Observer 15, horizontal 0.0500.159
0.044 1.9610.039 0.006Observer 25, diagonal
0.039Observer 25, horizontal 0.044 2.032 0.104
0.019 0.9410.815 0.062Observer 53, diagonal
90% Circle
0.027 3.2930.664 0.155Observer 15, diagonal
Observer 15, horizontal 0.0270.664 1.856 0.046
0.031 2.7870.821 0.004Observer 25, diagonal
0.821Observer 25, horizontal 0.031 2.340 0.066
Observer 53, diagonal 0.0212.739 1.676 0.138
4. Testing the core model
It is evident that the dot-in-circle data can be ac-
counted for qualitatively by the core model, as pro-
posed in the rationale section. However, to build this
conclusion on solid ground, we conducted a quantita-
tive analysis of the core model predictions. This pro-
vides a stricter test of our theory and will help us look
at the theory in more detail.
We begin with a simple model of the two-dot separa-
tion discrimination data. These results are known to be
well-approximated by a linear function over a fairly
broad range of separations. We let
s twodot
2  (abx)2 (8)
The constant is included to allow for a significant
vertical offset of the function. Each observer’s two-dot
data were fit individually. The values of a and b for
each observer and circle size are shown in Table 2.
The mechanisms underlying this basic two-dot func-
tion are still unknown for certain. One model suggests
that it arises from a scaling of the aperture that encodes
the local position of the two dots with the distance
being judged, with small apertures communicating
across short distances and larger apertures across larger
distances [16]. Subsequent experiments support this
view [17]. The constant offset, a, in the model used here
may arise from the lower limits of spatial resolution at
the locations of the probe dots.
Consider now a model in which the visual system
forms a scaled medial representation and this represen-
tation is available for use as an additional positional
reference [2]. Ideally the visual system would combine
information derived by comparing the probe location
to the medial location with information derived by
comparing the probe location to the nearest edge. The
best way to do this is to average the two judgments
using weights that are the inverses of the associated
variances. Let sM2 be the variance of judgment of the
probe dot’s location relative to the medial location. Let
sR
2 be the variance of the judgment relative to the right
edge (for the horizontal condition; relative to the upper
right edge for the diagonal condition).
Assume that the position discrimination threshold is
linear with distance for both comparisons:
sM
2  (cdx)2 (9)
sR
2  (ab(Rx))2 (10)
where x is the distance to the center and R is the radius
of the circle. a and b for sR2 were obtained from the
two-dot data under the assumption that the right edge
of the circle acts like a second dot for the purposes of
the relative position judgment. Combining these two
sources of information optimally yields
smedial(M,R)
D 1
1
sR
2 
1
sM
2

D 1
1
(ab(Rx))2

1
(cdx)2
(11)
where smedial(M,R) is the measured threshold for the
dot-in-circle data and c and d are free parameters.
A nonlinear algorithm was used to minimized the
sum of the squared residual error between the model
(Eq. (11)) and the dot-in-circle data. The best estimates
of parameters c and d in Eq. (11) and their standard
errors were computed, yielding the core prediction for
each observer under each experimental condition. Fig. 8
presents the comparison of the observers’ data and the
best fits of the core model based on linear two-dot
distance thresholds. The model does not account for
the rise in threshold at x0 that appears in four of the
ten data sets. It does, on the other hand, provide a
much better fit to the data than can models that do not
include a medial reference location.
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Table 2 lists the parameters a, b, c and d used in the
data fitting: a and b were obtained by linear regression
on the two-dot data within the appropriate range of
distances; c and d were obtained by non-linearly fitting
Eq. (11) to the dot-in-circle data in which the calculated
values of a and b were substituted. The intercept c of
the medial portion of Eq. (11) is much greater for the
larger circle than for the smaller circle, consistent with
coarser limiting resolution of the core for the large
circle.
5. Discussion
In this study, we found that position discrimination
sensitivity was enhanced for a probe dot near the center
of a circle relative to that for a pair of dots separated
by the distance from the probe to the circle’s edge.
Specifically, position thresholds dramatically decreased
as the probe dot approached the center area of the
circle. Such a decline in threshold cannot be accounted
for by summation of information about the distance
Fig. 8. Comparison of the core model predictions and the experimental data. The curves were obtained using Eq. (11) for the core model.
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from the probe to the edges of the circle. We showed that
the decline can, however, be accounted for by postulating
that the observer has a representation of the center of the
circle which he uses as an additional positional referent.
Quantitative analysis of the results showed that if the
observer is using such a medial referent, then its spatial
resolution is lower for the larger circle than for the
smaller one. The existence of a medial representation
whose resolution scales with the width of the figural
region being represented, in this case a circle, is the basis
for the core model proposed previously [2].
Our results are consistent with use of either a medial
axis or the center-of-gravity of the region as an additional
referent. Using a contrast discrimination paradigm, Ko-
vacs and Julesz [1] tested oval shapes to distinguish
between a center-of-gravity and medial representation
and found evidence for a medial representation. We also
know that the location of the medial axis of extended
objects is available to the observer for position tasks
because bisection can be done accurately along such
objects [17]. Furthermore, we know that the resolution
of this medial axis scales with object width [1,17].
Our results point to there being a representation of
the center of objects, the spatial resolution of which
X. Wang, C.A. Burbeck : Vision Research 38 (1998) 1947–1959 1959
depends on the width of the object. The position dis-
crimination task introduced here provides a new means
of probing the hidden structure of such spatial
representations.
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Appendix A
In our two-edge model, the analysis was based on the
observation that observers could use two distance com-
parisons in making their judgments: dL vesus dLDd,
and dR versus dRDd, in the example shown in Fig.
A1, where Dd represents the displacement of the probe
dot between intervals in one trial. This analysis yielded
thresholds that were at most 
2 lower than the single
distance (2-dot separation discrimination) thresholds.
An alternative approach would be for the observer
first to calculate the difference between the distances to
the two edges in each stimulus, i.e. to calculate dLdR
and (dLDd) (dRDd), and then compare these
two differences. This would appear to confer an advan-
tage because, when analyzed in this way as Burbeck
and Yap did for a bisection task [13], a translation of
Dd yields a difference between the distances being com-
pared of 2Dd.
The advantage is only apparent in the generalized
position discrimination task being used in this study,
however, because of the variances of the distances being
compared. In standard bisection, two distances are
compared directly (DdDd is compared to dDd, in a
single stimulus). In the general position discrimination
task, two differences of distances must be compared,
and the variance of each difference is the sum of the
variances of the individual distance judgments (assum-
ing independence). For a probe near the center, sum-
ming the variances yields a factor of two increase in the
variance of the difference-distance relative to the com-
ponent single-distances. This factor of two increase in
variance results in a 
2 increase in threshold relative to
the single-distance judgment. When this 
2 increase is
pitted against the factor of two decrease from the 2Dd
distance, the result is a predicted 
2 decrease in
threshold relative to the single-distance judgment for
probe locations near the center of the circle. This is the
same prediction made by the two-edge analysis given in
the body of the paper. Given that the two analyses use
the same information, the agreement is not surprising.
Neither analysis accounts even qualitatively for the
results obtained.
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